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One of the recurring themes in futures work is the notion of 'predictable surprises': 
outcomes which seem unexpected but are a plausible outcome of prevailing 
trends. A set of scenarios looking ahead to 2025, developed for the UK government's 
Foresight project on Brain Science, Addiction and Drugs and published this month, 
seem to suggest some predictable surprises for the pharmaceuticals sector. 
HenleyCentreHeadlightVision, working with a partner, Waverley Consulting, 
designed and facilitated the scenarios process for the project.

The scenarios were developed by exploring different approaches to regulation 
against the reasons for demand for 'psychoactive substances' - whether for 
recreation or stimulant purposes, or whether for health and maintenance. The 
purpose of the scenarios is not to choose a preferred future, but to increase 
understanding and explore uncertainties.

In the first of the four scenarios, drugs and psychoactive substances are used as a 
spur to ‘High Performance’, whether as part of an increasingly intense leisure world, 
or at work to improve attention or concentration. In this world, people are 
genetically profiled so they know what substances they can use without risk; drugs 
designed for medical uses are used instead for performance. In this world, the 
money is made in the leisure sector, which the pharma companies have 
traditionally stayed out of. The skills needed to compete are those of FMCG. 
Competition could come from the food and drink manufacturers.

In the second scenario, ‘Neighbourhood Watch’, drugs are treated with some 
suspicion, because of their overall public impact, or for faith or cultural reasons. In 
this world drugs generally have gone the same way as cigarettes today; 
discouraged because of their external social costs, at risk from taxation or even 
lawsuits.

A third scenario, ‘Dispense With Care’, sees the health service overloaded by an 
ageing population. Health costs are driven down, by buying generic drugs, by 
excluding from NHS treatment those who have damaged their own health (for 
example by heavy drinking), and encouraging non-medical approaches to health 
improvement, such as exercise. The competition here comes from providers of 
generics, probably headquartered in Asia, and from the outdoors sector.
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A final scenario, ‘Treated Positively’, is a world where massively increased 
computing power converges with genetics and biosciences. New drugs come from 
the desktop. As with the IT sector now, open source approaches address those 
sectors where there is pressing need but smaller numbers of potential patients. The 
competition is from smaller, more agile innovators, who could be based anywhere.

Scenarios aren't predictions. Instead one of their purposes is to look to the future so 
as to shed light on the present. And in the present, it is sometimes argued that the 
industry model for the pharmaceuticals sector is stuck.

The cost of development of new products, combined with the length of the 
approvals processes for new drugs, mean that products are developed only when 
there is a significant potential market in affluent countries. Many potential needs are 
under-served. Like the corporate sector generally, it is also the subject of increasing 
scepticism. Paradoxically, the pharmaceutical industry’s global reach makes it 
more, rather than less, vulnerable to future change.   

The risks to the sector are underlined by the scenarios which have emerged. Usually, 
when a set of scenarios is developed from analysing the  interplay of existing drivers 
and trends, one scenario reflects the prevailing business model in the sector. The 
fact that in this case no single scenario reflects existing mainstream business models 
suggests that the pharmaceuticals sector is in a vulnerable position. 

Such an environment typically makes it harder for a sector to respond to challenges. 
The scenarios suggest that the challenges will come, and that when they do they 
will be predictable surprises. 

The full Brain Science, Addiction and Drugs project reports, including the 
scenarios report, can be downloaded from the Foresight website 
(www.foresight.gov.uk). The views expressed here are those of 
HenleyCentreHeadlightVision alone.

Andrew Curry (andrew.curry@hchlv.com), a director, led the scenarios project; 
Rachel Kelnar, senior consultant (rachel.kelnar@hchlv.com), was project 
manager.
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